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Talking about Luxury Hotels in Delhi, the list isn’t too big, but one of the
choice that stands out the most is The Grand New Delhi which could easily be
considered as the best hotel in New Delhi. Previously known as The Grand
Hyatt, The Grand New Delhi is a world class hotel that fuses the Italian
ambience in its soul.

An ideal place to stay at for the weary travelers, the place is enriched with
luxury and has only the best to offer to its guests. An environment suitable for
both national and international visitors is offered along with an all exclusive
experience meant to accentuate your time at The Grand New Delhi. The
moment you step inside The Grand New Delhi, you start to feel that this is the
best hotel, not just in Delhi, but in the world; which seems to be true since the
goal is to provide services of a world-class luxury hotel in Delhi.
The location at which the Grand New Delhi stands is the best one could find in
Delhi. Near to all kinds of entertainment centers and malls, it is connected to
every facility that you may or ought to require if you stay here. It has set up a
benchmark in the class of luxury hotels in the World, in general, and in Delhi,
in particular.
The Grand New Delhi thus unarguably is one of the finest luxury hotels in
Delhi. It’s location nearby to the airport makes it great a choice for the leisure
world travellers and preferred business destination. With an experience like
this, it is surely meant to make the guests keep wanting for more of it.
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